The Log-Density Method
. Study "random vs. planted"
. Identify and count "witnesses"
. Identify threshold at which witness algorithms start to work (log density)
. Use insights to devise algorithm for worst-case
Random Label Cover
Graphs: log-density of constraint graph > log-density of the projections 2 log Δ/ log n > log d/ log k Algorithm for (distinguishing) Random Label Cover:
Fix a small set of vertices U = (u , … , u ) and labels (σ , … , σ ) for them. For each W containing U , try to assign labels consistently Repeat for all small sets U and possible labelings
Semi-Random Label Cover
Constraint graph G is (still) random Projections π are arbitrary functions satisfied by planted labeling Algorithm:
Case 1: 2 log Δ/ log n ≤ log d/ log k . Take best of:
d/k -approx: random assignment 1/Δ -approx: satisfy edges of a perfect matching Case 2: 2 log Δ/ log n > log d/ log k Reduce/sparsify the alphabet of each v ∈ V .
Result: N ≈ N -approximation.
Worst-Case Label Cover
Issue: no expansion properties needed for alphabet reduction 
